
2099 – New Inn – 10/03/19 

 
The Hares guaranteed a flat run today. They didn’t agree to sunny balmy weather though. 
So what do we get? It’s not rain-washing the trail away; it will be the wind blowing it to kingdom 
come. But at least Spotted Dick and Bend Over will be marshaling separate trails so we won’t 
have to put up with gratuitous handholding. 
 
The main runs off, Beaky turns around, pats a dog and goes back to the bar, whilst Shitzou 
shows off her and Shaun’s matching ensemble. 
 
Up the road to the cat farm and into the field with a big squelch. We follow the field boundary, 
nearly eat dirt due to the hidden bush stumps, past the rare breed pigs and off towards the hills. 
So we are going to have to dig in to fight the hill to the Scott Arms. But no, the hares a tease, we 
turn left through another squelchy field towards Corfe. Got the phone with apple pay so if we go 
past the pubs we can get rehydration. Banger and Lonely think the trail goes under the trees and 
across the rickety bridge, only to get called back to go “straight on” in the direction of the castle. 
Armadillo (guest runner) leads us down a ditch then up to the brow of the hill for a photo shoot.  
 

Back track to tar mac and then off up towards the hill, so no beer then ☹ 
 
Up the hill; over the top, back up the hill to the trig point. 
 
Testosterone is high as Ram has recently caught us up, running is not enough for some, he had 
to cycle to the run first. Now he challenges Banger to a “press up” test. If this wasn’t enough 
showing off, Spotted Dick ramps up the anty and increases the difficulty level to full declines. The 
rest of us let them do their thing and trying to avoid the drops of rain hitting us like ball bearings 
(driven by the gale force wind) by just getting running again to the bottom of the hill. Could this 
be a short trail? Lady hasher doesn’t take kindly to some of us discussing all the other hills we 
could enjoy today. This seem to invigorate Bum Hugger and Ferret to an act of gallantry and 
make a beeline for the pub assuming their ladylove would follow. But she’s of sterner stuff than 
them (or just younger) and follows us back up the hill again only to follow us down again to tar 
mac. Can’t be as simple as follow the road so we start to run away from pub, only to find its down 
the road and then sharp left across the fields, avoiding the banana (why was there a banana 
here?) to the play area and back to the pub. 
 
Gale force winds, brief rain like bullets, lots of up and down, mega squelchy fields, no beer stop, 
“press up” competition, short trail like the hare and mysterious banana trap.  
 
So what did you think? 
 

On On ☺ 

 


